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King Hussein
gaining control
l to Dera In southern Syria leaving
Cairo said he was expected to meet the
BEIRUT
(AP)i-Palestlnian
two Palestinians in Damascus, the
behind 25 destroyed tanks.
resistance was reported collapsing in
Amman radio said 5,000 guerrillas Syrian capital.
northern Jordan yesterday before a
Abou Avid, Arafat's deputy in Al
Jordanian army attack and King HuaMln had surrendered, but it did not say
whether they gave up in the north or in all Fatah who helped to work out a peace
appeared to be regaining control of the
plan and the cease-fire with Hussein, also
parts of Jordan.
entire country.
Official reports from Amman flew to Cairo with the peace mission.
As the fighting continued, a new
He had been captured earlier this
reaching the British Foreign Office in
move to get a cease-fire was launched
London said Hussein's forces have won week but was released. The Cairo
from Egypt. Two captured Palestinian
back virtual control of the whole country dispatch did not name him as one of the
leaders released by Jordan flew from
two to see Arafat. It mentioned only one,
after a week of bloody fighting.
Cairo to Damascus to try to get Yaslr
The two Palestinian leaders who flew Abou Gharib.
Arafat, the guerrilla chieftain, to accept
to Damascus were among captured
Replying to an urgent message from
the cease-fire they worked out with the
guerrilla chiefs freed so they could ac- Arab leaders in Cairo abo-t reports of
king.
company Arab peace mission back to more fighting near Irbid, Hussein said
A four-man Arab peace mission
Cairo Wednesday.
they were "absolutely false."
returned to Amman from Cairo and met
Arafat, head of the Al Fatah
Guerrilla broadcast from Baghdad
with Hussein In an attempt to get the
guerrillas and the Palestine Liberation said the guerrillas still controlled Irbld
fighting stopped. The mission; headded
Organization, rejected the cease-fire and Ramtha 10 miles to the east although
by Gen. Jaafar el Numalri, president of
Wednesday, calling it a trick. He was they conceded some of their forces made
Sudan, flew to Amman Tuesday and
last reported in Jordan but sources In "a tactical withdrawal."
returned to Cairo Wednesday with freed
Cairo said he was expected to meet the
Correspondents who arrived in
guerrilla leaders.
two Palestinians In Damascus, the Beirut from Amman said Wednesday
In a move that reflected an easing of
Syrian capital.
they do not believe the army will follow
the crisis, several U.S. Air Force units in
The two Palestinian leaders who flew the cease-fire agreement to the letter
Europe which had been alerted for
to Damascus were among captured because it Is bent on destroying the
passible evacuation of Americans from
guerrilla chiefs freed so they could ac- guerrillas.
Jordan were released Tuesday for
company Arab peace mission back to
With slight Improvements in the
routine airlift missions.
Cairo Wednesday.
capital, the Red Cross stepped up efforts
Pentagon spokesman Jerry W.
Arafat, head of the Al Fatah to care for the wounded.
Friedhelm announced in Washington that
guerrillas and the Palestine Liberation
Jordanian authorities said there
20 Air Force transports had been taken
Organization, rejected the cease-fire were no more than 2,000 casualties but
off alert status including six that had
Wednesday, calling it a trick. He was guerrilla leaders and others say they are
been standing by in Inclrlik, Turkey for
.last reported In Jordan but sources in at least 10 times as high.
the past two weeks.
Fighting ebbed in Amman and an
airlift of foreign refugees began. A
Middle East Airline plane carrying 58
foreigners, 32 of them Americans, landed
in Beirut. Passengers said mortar shells
hit 100 yards from their plane before it
took off. Two other planes took Britons to
Cyrprus.
Israeli obervers 10 miles west of the
fighting in the north said Jordanian
Be sure tocheck TheBG News boxes Monday...because there's going
troops broke the resistance of the
to be something new in them.
guerrillas with heavy artillery barrages
Beginning Monday, and continuing on a one-year trial basis, The
at Irbld, Jordan's second largest city, 50
News will publish five Issues a week. The Monday issues will offer
miles north of Amman.
something different. In both format and content.
After the artillery barrage lifted,
Dubbed the "5th edition", the Monday News will be published In
army units began pursuing the
tabloid format instead of the full-size format of the regular edition.
guerrillas, they said.
For the most part, the 5th edition will consist of feature and in-depth
The Israeli also said Invaders from
stories on interesting situations, personalities, and events. Weekend
Syria, reported routed Wednesday, withsports news will normally be the only "straight news "contentof the
edition.
Exceptions will, however, be made to accommodate significant
breaking news.
In addition, beginning Oct. 5, The News will publish the campus
calendar-presently known as the "Green Sheet" which is compiled each
week by the University News Service.
Information to be included in the calendar still should be supplied to
Teri Sharp, In care of the University News Service, 808 Administration
Bldg.
The Inaugural issue of the 5th edition will take an indepth look at the
innerworklngs of the Administration Bldg. through the eyes of News
staffers Glenn Waggoner and Rich Bergeman.
by side. I don't think this can be acThe News is quite excited about the 5th edition, and hopes that you
complished by acts of legislative bodies."
will be as well. In any event, your comments, suggestions and criticisms
on any aspect of the experiment will be welcomed.
Metzenbaum also said the U.S. has
fulfilled its committment in Vietnam.
He called for a firm time table to withdraw all troops with the only consideration being the protection and
saletv of remalnlna trooos.

Introducing

H*w>,>hX« ky Brlon H.ll.n.

WELCOME TO the neon fungle of Greater
Bowling Green. Where you're greeted with
flickering lights, towering billboards, grabber

trade slogans and full color advertising. If s
all yours...for just strolling down the streets
and admiring the esthetic beauty of our town.

Aim laws at violent

Metz hits extremists
By Steve Brash
Issue Editor
Democratic senatorial candidate
Howard Metzenbaum said yesterday that
legislation on campus disorders should
be directed toward the creators of unrest.
Speaking on WBGU-TV's Face-toFace program, to be aired
at later
date, Metzenbaum maintained that the
legislators should not penalize the vast
majority of students because of the actions of a few.
"If the radicals and extremists such
as the Weathermen are causing trouble
in our colleges, any action should be
directed toward them.
The administrators of the universities have the
greatest role in quelling campus unrest,"
he commented.
The Cleveland millionaire said the
disorder bill proposed by his opponent,
Congressman Robert Taft of Cincinnati,
was a political ploy "playing to the
gallery."
"He realizes that the bill will never
come up before Congress before the
election. Even if the bill were enacted it
would mean that the great majority of
students would be deprived of needed
aid," he added.
Taft's bill calls for federal aid to be
withdrawn from universities in states
which flle to enact legislation setting
down guidelines for university administrators to follow in case of
disruption.
Metzenbaum also called for the
establishment of a national ecology corps
to be run like the Peace Corps or Vista.
"Young people in college are concerned about these issues. They could
help with lawsuits against polluters; they
could write articles on the environment;
and they could work with local community leaders toward solving our environmental problems," he pointed out.
On the Mideast situation, the
Democrat felt that the United State.
continue its support of the Israeli state.

"We must look at our own selfinterests in what would happen if Israel
fell. A* President Nixon pointed out, the
challenge is from the Soviet Union, not
from Egypt, Syria, or Arabia. If Israel
were to fall, it would make the
Mediterranean the Soviet's pond," he
remarked.
Metzenbaum wants to get at the root

causes of crime to reinforce law and
order. He pointed out the need for
upgrading the approach to the police
and other law enforcement agencies. He
also called for the establishment of a
"West Point" for police officers.
The candidate also expressed a deep
hope for total desegregation. "The day
will come when all will live together aide

Reichel terms
law 'deterrent'
By Rich Bergeman
News Editor

M»vaphMo by Brian baHni

Democratic Senatorial candidate
Howard Metzenbaum spoke in favor of
legislation aimed at the disrupting

minority rather than the peaceful
majority yesterday at a televised press
conference on WBGU-TV.

The leading sponsor of House Bill
1219, "the riot act", told about 40
students last .light that the purpose of his
bill was to "make students think twice"
before causing trouble on Ohio's campuses.
State Rep. Richard Reichel, <R
Massilon), addressed about 40 students
in the final part of a two-part symposium
on campus unrest sponsored by Sigma
Nu. The symposium featured Col.J.C.
Clem, chief of staff of the Ohio Army
National Guard, Wednesday night.
When there is no fear of punishment,
Reichel said, as it was in the past,
students feel they have free license to do
as they please on their campuses, and
engage in activities which lead to
disruption.
His bill takes the discipline powers
formerly held by the universities
themselves and puts It In the hands of an
outside agency, be said.
He and the legislators learned
through the hearings, Reichel explained
that although the university presidents
had the power to suspend disruptive
students, most of them didn't have "guts
enough" to do it
Despite all the arrests duriiu >at
spring's disturbances, about 800 a. Jbio

State University, there were no students
suspended at all, the legislator charged.
It wasn't until last spring, he continued, that the legislators began
suspecting the universities couldn't
handle campus unrest themselves. Up
until that time, the legislature's committee investigations into campus
disturbances did not show any cause of
alarm.
But with the schools closing down
around them last spring the taxpayers
began pressuring the lawmakers to act,
he said.
Reichel maintained that campus
unrest in the last school year cost the
state about ISO million, which doesn't
include the hidden costs like rising
property insurance.
The students In the audience expressed to Reichel a particular dislike of
the provision in the bill stating that the
Board of Trustees has the authority to
declare a situation an "emergency", and
thereby putting bill 1219 Into effect
They claimed the board was too far
removed from the activities of the
university to have competent knowledge
of what was really going on.
The students were also afraid the bill
through fear, would prevent any peaceful
demonstrations from forming. They
maintained this would cut off an essential
form of communication with the administration.
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'Nonsense! What Makes You Think We'll
Intervene In The Middle East?'

opinion

the congressional fund

the new college
One of the prime concerns of students caught up in the
wake of dissent last spring was the quality of education on
college campuses.
Near the top of most all lists of demands presented to
administrators was revision In educational standards and
more freedom to choose Individual academic currlculums.
The new college proposed by University assistant vice
president, Dr. Otto Bauer seems structured along these
lines.
If the program Is Instituted, Involved students will be
given a choice In their total learning environment: They
will live together, have a say In the approach to the
teaching of chosen subjects, and will assume the
responsibility for many decisions concerning their
education that are presently out of the hands of students.
The administration is to be commended for cooperating
In the formulation of the new college by providing students
with credit hours and offering a dormitory for communal
housing for the participants.
The New University was the beginning of a new approach to education at BGSU. Widespread support and
participation helped to make it a successful unstructured
learning situation.
The new college deserves as much student interest.
Dr. Bauer has said "If it Is a good idea the people Involved will be excited, and If it isn't the idea will die."
The new college is a good idea. And we cannot afford to
let any innovating idea In education die.
Thanks Dr. Bauer for realizing the plight of so many
students who are bored with just taking lecture notes and
written exams.

on the campaigns
This fall, there are several hot political campaigns In
high gear for the two most important offices in the state.
Republican Roger Cloud and Democrat John Gilligan
are fighting It out for the governorship, as Democrat
Howard Metzenbaum and Republican Robert Taft make
their bids for the U.S. Senate.
Students can and will play an important role in these
races If they choose.
Their jobs in the days before election Is to pick their
men-not an easy task In the age of the media campaign
and the politics of non-committment.
The candidates seldom make the job of selection any
easier, too often hiding a concrete view on policies behind
a gleaming row of white teeth.
For what it's worth, several of the candidates have
expressed the intention of visiting Bowling Green prior to
election day.
If at all possible, members of the University community should be on hand to hear their views.
Students can go further than this, if they want. For two
weeks prior to the election, students may be excused for
political campaign work. It could make a difference.

B?8tepkeaTrattaer
GaestCelnmaist

The expansion of the Southeast Asia war into Cambodia and the tragic
deaths at Kent State and Jackson State College this spring only served to
heighten the general feeling among Americans that something is seriously
wrong in this country.
Many individuals turned to lobbying Congress to try to bring an end to
American Involvement In Indochina and a redirection of "fH""f' priorities.
Although these efforts are welcome and critically needed, It has become Increasingly clear that much more will have to be done If significant change is to
occur.
But that kind of change is going to require some new faces In Congress, as
well as the re-election of progressive-minded incumbents.
This Is not going to be an easy task, of course. Campaigns are becoming
more and more expensive, and progressive candidates often have difficulty
finding the funds that will permit them to take their case to the voters. It was
for these reasons that the Congressional Action Fund (CAF) was formed in
February of 1970, with former Attorney General Ramsey Clark as Honorary
Chairman.
Among others, the Board Includes Rev. William Sktane Coffin, Chaplain,
Yale University; Charles Evers, Mayor, Fayette, Mississippi; Jose Angel
Gutierrez, Director, Mexican-American Youth Organisation and Denis Hayes,
National Coordinator, Environmental Action (Earth Day).
CAF Is s non-partisan, non-profit organization and has been raising money
for Congressional candidates through grass roots, person-to-person
solicitations In the community. As an affiliate of the National Coalition for a
Responsible Congress, CAF has accepted responsibility for conducting a major
fund-raising effort on college campuses across the country.
To date CAF has given funds to Jim Abourexk, Philip Hoff, Ben Ragsdale,
Henry Helstoski, Paul Sarbanes, Joseph Duffey, Robert Drinan and Paul
McCloskey. Though many of these candidates' names might not be household
words, they, like the other candidates who will be receiving CAF funds, are
involved In races where, with some help, they have a real chance of defeating a
conservative opponent. For example, in South Dakota, Jim Abourexk, a dove
and civil rights attorney, is in a closely-contested race against a man who advocates compulsory citizenship training camps for all youth and calls for the
bombing of Haiphong Harbor to win the war.

news
Lerrers

CAF's Board will soon be nominating for funding support approximately
forty more candidates who share the Fund's commitment to a significant
reordering of national priorities and who are in substantial agreement with its
goals, which Include withdrawal of all combat and combat-support troops from
Southeast Asia by March 1971, • reduction in military expenditures by $20
billion in the next fiscal year, elimination of hunger, reduction of environmental
pollution, elimination of descrimlnation. and Congressional reform.

on book store policies
B.K.S.U.. as most Institutions of
higher learning, has been created to be
an environment In which investigation
and research are highly valued. We
encourage students to search both sides
of any Issue before making Judgments
concerning that issue.
Hie broader the base of Information a
student has, the more objectively he
should be able to cope with new issues. A
well informed student Is one of the goals
this Institution hopes to attain. Unfortunately, the University Book Store
appears nol to agree with this goal.
Last week, while making Fall Quarter
book purchases at the University Book
Store, I Inquired about theavallabllltyof
the recent Jerry Rubin publication Do It!
My reason for wanting to obtain a copy
of this book was to broaden my own
knowledge of current Issues so that I

might be equipped tc discuss these
and other related and often confusing
topics with my students.
I was Informed, however, that this
book had been removed from the shelves
by order of the bookstore director
because he considered it to be "unAmerican." I question the criteria used
by the bookstore director for removing
this or any other controversial books
from circulation on the BG campus.
This action suggests that the students
at BG are not allowed to make Judgments
based on Information gathered from
sources whose opposing opinions, but
must draw their conclusions with the aid
of only those limited sources opposed by
the bookstore director.

Although there are more than forty candidates who support its goals, CAF
will be selecting those candidates involved In close races, where their opponents differ significantly on the issues, and where contributions can change
the outcome of the election.
Funds raised through this nationwide effort are disbursed through CAF's
two-step process:
The Board nominates the candidates and then the nominees are submitted to
• the contributors who, by their votes, will choose the candidates to receive
funding. Contributors on campuses across the country will be voting during
October 3-5 which is our part of the National Coalition's activities..
CAF Is not relying on gimmicks to raise funds. Experience in the communities has shown that people are willing to make a significant financial
commitment once they realize the crucial Importance of many of this year's
races and the fact that the votes of Congressmen from many districts in other
parts of the country will be needed to gain passage of critically needed
legislation.
You can make your commitment to changing our national priorities by
sending a contribution to CAF, SIS Seventeenth Street, Suite 424, Washington,
DC 20006. Moreover, if anyone is interested in coordinating CAF on campus
during Oct. 3-5 please write to the same address.

THe BG news

TomReinert
Speech Department
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a real plus

supporting the panthers

If talking on a telephone ever solved a problem, we are
led to believe 325-PLUS (which translates 352-7587) is the
answer.
Its sponsors have displayed a humanitarian Instinct by
allowing this service to act as a safety valve in the case of
a student's deep personal problems or crisis.
Yet, we cannot flag wavingly endorse dlal-an-answer
as the only solution with the many personal contact
counseling programs the University offers where
meetings are also kept strictly confidential.
But it Is reassuring knowing that one aid is no further
away than the telephone.

The genocidal war that is being waged
by the American government against the
Black Panther Party Is being escalated.
All over America, Black Panthers are
being harassed, murdered and sentenced
to prison.
The American government is
carrying out this faclst repression of the
Panthers, first, because the Panthers are
black and second, because the Panthers
have taken up the gun and are fighting
back, and In America that means death.
The most flagrant example of
repression against the Panthers and
their leaders is the trial of Bobby Seale,
the Panther chairman.
Seale is charged, along with other

rour man hoppe-

Panthers, with killing an undercover
policeman. The government has lied and
made a complete mockery of American
"Justice" In its attempt to murder Bobby
Scale in the electric chair.
The government must be stopped
from murdering Bobby Seale because
Bobby Is a man of the people.
The Committee to Defend the Panthers has been formed to raise funds for
legal expenses and to inform the people
of the Black Panthers and their treatment by the government, courts, and
media.
Funds, volunteers, and requests
should be sent to:
Committee to Defend the Panthers
P. 0. Box 628
New York, N.Y. 10025
Harry Ausderan
22 Green view

a new israeli peace plan
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Oh, It's good to be back in The Promised Land. As countries
go, Israel is one of my very favorites.
For one thing, hardly anyone anywhere is more for peace
than the Israelis.. as you would be too If you were surrounded by
100 million angry Arabs.
To oppose these hostile forces, Israel has two million Israelis
and, by my calculations, three million peace plans.
So It's no surprise that my old friend, Mordecal Shalom, has a
new one. Over a fine Israeli breakfast of herring and sour
cream, he kindly unveiled it to me.
"We Israelis are going to get together with the Arabs,
demand a cease fire, compel negotiations, and impose a lasting
peace."
In the Middle East?
"No," said Mordecal, spearing a tomato, "In the CaribI said a little huffily that I'd thank Mordecal to mind his own
business.
"But you are our ally," he said, paternally putting an arm
around my shoulder. "We admire your lndustrlousness, your
democratic spirit, your will to survive. Rest assured that a free
and Independent American Is the very cornerstone of Israeli
foreign policy In the Caribbean.
"Therefore, we want you to sign a 90-day cease fire with
Cuba."

With Cuba?
"Certainly. A Cuban-American confrontation could have
serious repercussions in the Middle East.Remembertbe Cuban
Missile Crisis. It almost Involved the entire Middle East in a
nuclear holocaust. We cant have that again.
"Naturally, during the cease fire, both sides would pledge not
to engage in military build-ups. Then serious negotiations could
be conducted through the U.N. To show your good will, I'd
suggest you withdraw from the Florida Peninsula, give back all
the land you stole from Mexico and agree to the Internationalization of Hollywood."
"Hollywood!" I cried. 'But that's our most cherished
national shrine."
"It's a worldwide shrine for people of all faiths," said
Mordecal gently. "You must make sacrifices for peace."
"But to give Cuba back the Florida Peninsula would Imperil
our security," I said. "Besides, what if the Cubans cheat during
the cease fire and again start installing those missiles we
eliminated? You cant trust those Communists."
"We'd urge you to be patient for a few months and not do
anything hasty," said Mordecal.
"And If the Cubans seise their ill-gotten opportunities, imperil us a«ata and once nxire threaten to wipe us out?"
"You can count on us," said Mordecal, "to make the most
vigorous protests to the U.N. Between allies, as I say, no
sacrifice is too great."
And he's absolutely right. Among allies, each nation stands,
ready to make sacrifices for peace. Its only problem is deciding
which ally to sacrifice first
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No conspiracy in unrest?
AKRON
(AP)-The
President's Commission on
Campus Unrest will report it
found no evidence of a
national conspiracy behind
college disruptions and at the
same time will contend that
cerUln
gruoups
used
President Nixon's Cambodian
decision as an excuse to riot,
the Beacon Journal said it
learned yesterday.
Instead, the commission
will attribute much of the
violence on college campuses
to deep philosophical differences between college
students and other segments
of American society, the
newspaper said.
The nine-member commission
appointed
by
President Nixon after the fatal
shooting of four Kent State
University students by Ohio
National Guardsmen May 4 is

expected to release its report
soon.
The Beacon Journal said
it learned the report will not
make any recommendations
on possible criminal action
against guardsmen Involved
in the Kent State shootings.
One source said no such
recommendations were made
because they could prejudice
possible prosecutions, it added.
A special state grand Jury
ordered by Gov. James A.
Rhodes is in session at
Ravenna investigating the
Kent State disturbances.
However, the guards'

actions at Kent State are
expected to be discussed in a
section that will deal with the
reaction of police and guardsmen to campus disturbances,
the Beacon Journal said.
Contrary to earlier
reports, the commission's
report will not criticise
speeches by Vice President
Splro Agnew or others, the
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'No major problems'
with Centrex system
By Damon Beck
SUH Reporter
Although not foolproof,
the University's year-old
telephone system, Centrex, is
working well and with no
major problems according to
A. Inghram Milliron, director
of auxiliary services.
"No one could afford a
system with no problems at
all." Milliron said.
The system, which was
installed at a cost of $1.2
million, enabled students to
call and receive phone calls
directly in their rooms.
Much more telephone
traffic resulted from the installation of the new system
because the University
community now has three
times more telephones than
before, Milliron said.
Equipped with 5,000 lines,
it replaced the outdated 1,200
line Private Automatic
Branch Exchange system.
Long distance phone calls
cannot be made from the
phones in their rooms,
although students will be able

to receive pre-paid long
distance calls. Long distance
phone calls must be made at
pay phones located within the
dormitories.
"It is not impossible for a
student to place a long
distance call but it is highly
improbable," Milliron said.
Students who accept long

distance collect phone calls
are charged an additional five
dollars.
The handling charge of
five dollars is to cover tracing
the call, handling, billing and
the time and paperwork involved in getting the call billed
to the proper person.
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as Kent investigation continues
Three
KSU
faculty
members were among witnesses appearing to testify
Wednesday. One of the three.
Prof. Richard Schreiber, who
teaches advertising, also was
a witness to the May 4 confrontation in which four
students were shot to death
and 10 others wounded.
Two other faculty members appearing for the grand
Jury session were peace
marshals during a May 2
demonstration when a campus

-Tack Ufimmon
Sat. &:oo

MIAMI (AP)-U.S. officials, acting with the first
such permission from Fidel
Castro's government, flew
into Cuba on Thursday and
brought out an American
TOLEDO (AP) - A Lucas Army private accused of
County grand Jury Indicted hijacking a Jetliner to Havana
John McCleUan, 25. on a last month.
charge of first-degree murder
Robert J. Labadle, 27,
Wednesday in the slaying of a Indicted Sept. io on charges of
Toledo patrolman cruising the aircraft piracy and kidnaping,
inner city early Friday.
was flown to Miami on the
Self-styled Toledo Black second of two daily refugee
Panther defense minister flights from Veradero, Cuba,
Mike Cross, 26, was indicted
He was taken before U.S.
on charges of possession of Commissioner Ed Swan, who
explosives and a sawed-off set bond at $500,000 and
shotgun.
scheduled a preliminary
Cross addressed a student hearing for Sept. 30. Labadle
rally on the steps of Williams said he was absent without
Hall at the University last leave from an Army hospital.
May 15, following the shooting
Other accused hijackers
deaths of two blick youths at have returned to the United
Jackson SUte College.
States from Cuba, many via
McCleUan was arrested Canada. But Labadle is the
shortly after Patrolman first to be handed over by
William Miscannon, the father Cuban officials directly to
of four children, was shot at American authorities. At the
point-blank range by a' man State
Department
in
who walked up to his car.
Washington, it was not certain
Cross was arrested in the whether this action meant a
aftermath of a gunbattle change in Cuba's policy on
between snipers and police hijackers.
outside the Black Panthers'
headquarters.
Both men were transferred
from the city's safety building
to the Lucas County Jail
following their Indictments.

Student presents tape of clash
RAVENNA (AP) - A
student who made tape
recordings of the May 4 clash
between antiwar demonstrators and Ohio National
Guard troops at Kent State
University appeared today to
testify before a special state
grand Jury here.
The student, Stephen
Titchenal of Berea, also
testified last month at Kent
and played his tapes for the
President's Committee on
Campus Unrest.

"there is a place for peaceful
dissent." it added.
The report will term the
conditions on college campuses as a "dangerous
situation that could escalate"
and will urge a concerted
effort by
government,
colleges, students and the
community to bead off deeper
conflict, the newspaper said.

U. A.O. ^resents

Return man
charged with
hijacking

.■Acted hi
Toledo slaying

A. INGHRAM MILLIRON director of the University auxiliary
services, looks over BG's $1.2 million telephone system. The yearold Centrex system has posed no major problems to date.

newspaper added. Agnews
critics charge his speeches
sre a contributing factor to
campus unrest.
In effect, the report will
ask for mutual tolerance of
dissenting views by all
Americans, the Beacon
Journal said.
While strongly condemning violence, it will note

The Flowerhouse

ROTC building was burned.
Nearly 300 persons, Including about 100 students and
a score of National Guardsmen, have been subpoenaed
to appear before the grand
Jury.

428 E. Wooster

353-1045
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"CASINO PARTY
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DELTA TAU DELTA

AWARE RADIO
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SOLID GOLD DAYS
PROGRESSIVE ROCK NIGHTS
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9:00 pm

ALL RUSHEES AND THEIR DATES WELCOME

FALCON FOOTBALL
Prizes Courtesy Of The University Shop

Call Our Request Line Evenings At
352- 5977 354-9641

HELP BIG BARNEY CAR WASH CELEBRATE
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(2 With A Fill-ip)
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WASH & DRY $1.00

"We Arel Year Old"
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15Gals. Off Gas
Wash Free
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HOURS:
1000 SOUTH MAIN ST.

10 Gals. Off Gas
Wash 7 Si
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Wash 50c
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Frl. ■■<" Sit. Urn tt 9p«
Sisssy
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Agnew attacks 2 Democrats
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP)Vice President SplroT. Agnew
U
trying
to
portray
Democratic senators a*

captives
of
out-of-state
radical* while declaring their
Republican opponent* In
November'* election* are

STAIHVM

Cinema UZ
NORTHWfST OHIO'S NCWfST ANO MOST COMFOffTAH.1
COWCIPT OF LUXURY (NTIHTAINMENT'

j2£maT)

tfifrgrwa

Now Showmo
Ev». - «• 7:45 o.m. only

H.lfl O.o,

"In Dick Roudebush, my
friends you have a man who
will truly represent the view*
of the great State of Indiana."
In Memphis Tuesday
night, Agnew said Gore thinks
"Tennessee
I*
located

A.m. 13.00
M ono uoWor 11.00

The men's and women's
physical education department* are now formally
sepsrste operation*, each
with their own budget.
According to Mr*. Annie
Clement, director of the
women's department, "A* far
a* I can ate, we really never
ware combined In the first
place. The men'* offices have
always been In Memorial Hall
and the stadium, while the
women were stashed In the
Women'* and Men'* gyms. I
rarely saw many male staff
members."
The switch has come about
a* a result of a proposal made
last spring by Mrs. Clement,
and her committee to the
College of Education, which
was subsequently approved by
the academic counsel.
"The only differences,"
said Mrs. Clement, "are in the
budget and the number of
people In our department. All

hviwwMC»gac»N9aere^ANE?vtNT|
-w. ***"~"?~aT "^ "WO SOUC
■•.■PvJeSSe*
mum*
•nauiarr
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Llmltod Engooomon*
"Th. Londlo-d"
Boou Bil.go.-Paarl Boil.,
Cawtlaaou. Sh—rlnfil
Thar, novo, *,«• • p\ euro Ilk*
"B.yono I ho V.lloy ol >ho Doll."
Th. Pint ol .ho Shock Roc It I
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AIR CONDITIONED
Typewriters

Ev*. at 7:00 & 9:30 Sat. & Sun. Mat at 2:00 & 4:20

Adding
Machines

The Biggest, Most Violent Adventure
Ever To Explode You Out Of Your Seat*

Calculators
Salt* All Makes
Service Expert,
Low Rates
Rentals
Hours:
9:00 - 8:00 Daily
Sat. till 5:00

BETTER
BUSINESS
MACHINES

227 S. Mill
352-7710

CATCH-22
"'CATCH-22' is hard as a
diamond, cold to the touch
and brilliant to the eye!"

CATCH-22 IS
THE MOST MOVING,
MOST INTELLIGENT,
THE MOST HUMANE
OH, TO HELL WITH IT!
-IT'S THE BEST
AMERICAN
FILM I'VE
SEEN THIS
YEAR!"

operations will remain the
same and only one office room
has been switched."
"We are now called
'autonomous1!,'' ' continued
Mr*. Clement, "which we
actually have been anyway
ever since I arrived here."
Mr*. Clement s*ld the
move ha* nothing at all to do
with women'* liberation, but
was merely done for convenience sake.
She specified that her
department's name Is actually
Women's Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation,

But, he said, Rep. William
Brock, the GOP candidate, Is
"a man who come* from
Tennessee, who apeak* with
the voice of Tennessee, who
iharei hi* poUtical principle*
with million* of Democrat*,
independent* and Republican*
who live In Tennessee."

ells.

n

29 Alien.

33 Loops.

34 Outhouses.
35 Period.
30 Heraldic
marking.
37 Indications.
38 Close.
39 Purpose.
40 Spherical.
41 German
state.
42 Destructive
insects.
44 Fry in fat.
45 Holes in one.
46 Germinated
Brain,
lack eye:
si.
50 Telephone
operators.
54 Sort
murmurs.
55 Incensed.
57 Mishmash.
58 Feminine
name.
59 AlUviates.
60 — Scotia.

but I* open to men.
"We have a graduate
course this quarter in which
the membership 1* all male,"
she said.
"We also have plan* for the
future. Involving participation
of men in undergraduate
course* in this department.
The course* are still In the
planning stage."
The women's department
soil interacts with its male
counterpart through a committee
structure
which
existed before the move was
made.

1

4

15

By The Associated Press
Air conditioners were
turned off and light* were
dimmed yesterday as utilities
along the eastern seaboard
again ordered power reduction* or "brownouts" to cope
with an electricity shortage.
There were signs of improvement, however, as hot,
humid weather eased a little
In some areas and repaired
equipment was put back In
service.
Yesterday the shortage
was so severe some utilties
were
forced to resort to
blacking out selected communities for brief periods to
prevent a major failure.
The
unexpected hot
weather, generator failures
and loss of
power from
equipment undergoing
seasonal repairs combined to
cause the trouble.
Utilities in New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Washington, D.C. ,
and Virginia broadcast appeal*
Thuriday
asking
customers, particularly large
Industrial users, to cut back on
the use of nonessential electricity.
There were *ome encouraging signs. The Pennsylvania
Electric
Co.'s
Keystone
generator
at
Johnstown, Pa .-an 820,000

Now Thur Sept 29
B.O. open 7:45
cartoon 8:00
2 Great Movi.s
On. of Truth and
Th. oth.r of Lov.
and Pain
at 8:20
A man wenl looking lor
America
And couldn't find it anywhere.

kilowatt facility that failed
Tuesday waa put back in
service yesterday afternoon.
In New York City, early
afternoon temperatures were
In the low SB's about 10
degrees below the Tuesday
and Wednesday readings.
Consolidated Edison Co.,
which has been hampered all
summer by the lack of two
generators, reduced voltage S
per cent at 9 a.m.
Both Tuesday and Wednesdey, however, the utility
had cut power I per cent, the
maximum possible without
damaging the equipment and
the 8 per cent reduction was in
effect for about eight hours
Wednesday.
The Cleveland Electric.
niuminatlngCo.sald yesterday
morning it had halted
emergency transmission of
electric power to eaitern
areas.
Utilities In the tristate
Pennsylvania-New JerseyMaryland grid cut power 5 per
cent for the third straight day
and continued, appeals to
homeowner* to curtail electric
use.
One utility spokesman
said "the crisis seems to be
easing." Public Service
Electric A Gas Co., New
Jersey's largest electric
company, said cooperation
from
customers
snd
restoration of service of two
large generators-Including the
Keystone facility-helped ease
the crunch.
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25 Mount.
36 Boy—.
27 Steed.
27 Steed.
28 Lubricator.
29 Avoids.
SO Effluvium.
31 Delete.
32 Less
common.
34 Mixes
vigorously.
37 Suites.
38 Parts of
10-D.
40 Oriental
staple.
s
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41 Military
command.
43 Ministers'
dwellings.
44 Most logical.
46 Rhythm.
47 Shoo)
48 Strop.
49 Particles.
50 Spanish
house.
51 Century
plant.
52 Reside.
53 Macerate.
56 Double
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Barbara J. Rugg
I'X-POWDER
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R I DME PDY

Brownouts blanket
eastern coast again

PORTAGE

YOU SEE IT FOR THE FIRST TIME
...EVERY TIME YOU SEE IT!

VDOEXAGALOXAXL'.
VEX

AX'M

O

VOID-GOLD Y

SAD..
Yesterday's cryptogram: Fancy eye glasses
might change a girl from sick seer to slick
looker.

t

TO
DO
TOD8Y
FRIDAY
FRESHMAN MIXER
Will be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union tonight from 9 p.m. to
midnight. Name tags must be
worn.
SUNDAY
DRAFT DISCUSSION
Will be sponsored by the
Unitarian
Universalist
Fellowship at 10:45 a.m. at 123
East Court St. There will be
an open discussion of the draft
snd alternatives to It. Draft
counselors will be present at
the meeting.
AUDITIONS
For the musical "Stop the

World I Want to Get Off" will
be held from 2 to 4 pjn. and
from 6:30 to8:30 p.m. in Room
102 Music Building. Actresses
snd female dancers and
singers are needed.

BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold a Duplicate
Match In the Ohio Suite of the
Union at 1:30. Open to all
experienced bridge players.
Fee Is SO cent*.

VARSITY CLUB

MONDAY
KAPPA PHI
Will hold It* first meeting
of the year at 6 pm. at the
U.C.F. Center on ThursUn

Will hold an important
organizational meeting at 9
p-m. In Room lit of the
Education Building.

StraeL

Number 9
Being
the
procrastinator (look that
one up in your Funk It
Wagnell's!) that she Is,
your friendly arts editor
has failed to bring you your
first Number 9 of the year
on time. So, she is ap-

WIZARD OF ID

pealing to you for help
before she lose* her Job. If
you have any art work,
short stories, reviews or
photography, how about
dropping it off at the BG
New* Office, 108 University
Hall anytime.
il po-rk.r •■• laaaay hart

-TIMf MAGAZINf

"DIRECTOR MIKE NICHOLS
HAS CREATED A WORK OF
ART!"

-Dond Oakkasa. CSS »•*<

"'CATCH-22' says many things
that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's performance as Yossarian is great!"

—Vinc.ni Conor. H.I. Turn—

-JOMpo MoronUOOV NfWSWf t«

GEORGE SEGAL
EVA MARIE SAINT
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somewhere between the New
York Time* sod the Greenwich Village Voice" and la
afraid to bring to Tennessee
"the radical-liberal friend* he
hobnob* with up In Manhattan
and Georgetown."

HPE departments
now autonomous

So. * Sun Mo. - 2, Sl04
CONE WITH
THE WIND

fj,

Hartke to campus violence,
Agnew declared, "I believe he
represent* some people In
Berkeley, Calif. I believe he
represent* some people In
Madison, Wl*. and some
people at Columbia University
m NewYorkbut I don't think he
represent) the people of In-

By Jaaaee A. Brass 11
ACROSS
61 Hardy
heroine.
1 Bridge bid.
62 Commence.
5 Particles.
63 Hide's
10 Trudge.
partner.
14 Texan plant.
DOWN
15 Lively dance.
16 Rant.
1 Skidded.
17 Heathen
2 NJ. town.
image.
3 Bitterness.
18 Nitrogenous
4 Particle.
compound.
5 Serai19 Kiln.
preclouss
20 Ordered.
stones.
22 Serous.
24 Billiard
1
sticks.
1
1 *
25 Kind of
14
?slbii

Socono Wool.

■»•• m 7.43 only.

So. 4 Sun Mo.. . 2. 5>04
Lovol "ooc.l Mu.lcl

HWAtt IX IMS!
««««"iui

mere representative of theustatos.
He did tint In a iharp
attack on Sen. Vance Hartke
at a ponttcsd dinner Wedneedaynight. The dinner tu
a fund-raiatng effort for Rep.
Richard L. Roodebuih'i
■ajaaajp to unaeat Hartke.
Agnew made a similar
attack a night earlier In
Memphli, Tenn., on Sen.
Albert Gore.
The two seat* are prune
Republican target* In the GOP
bid to capture Senate control.
In a clear effort to tie

6 Domesticates.
7 Roman
author.
8 Japanese
badge.
9 Mala
attendants.
10 Atomic
nucleus.
11 Wash.
12 Beyond.
13 Refuse.
21 Ignores.
23 Turkish
title: pi.
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Off-campus greeks have more fun
By Terry Ceceraa
Staff Reperter
Beta ThaU PI social
fraternity ia o« campus, and
its president says it ia spending leas money, and having
more tun.
"Our more off campus hat
definitely increased the selfrespect of the group as a
whole," stated John Goodall.

president of the
Beta's.
"Everyone it living together
and all problems are resolved
immediately. It's really
working well."
The fraternity's present
dwelling is s result of
initiatives taken last spring to
solve several problems found
on campus including tight
finances, strained living
conditions, and lack of unity.

The Valentine Apartments,
where the Bets's now live, art
newly constructed and were
purchased from Valentine
over the summer by one of the
fraternity members' fathers,
said Goodall.
"We've had quite a few
alumni members stop over
this summer to take a look,"
continued Goodall, "as well as
the presidents of vsrlous

Greek chapters around the
country.
Many were Interested in seem; the
blueprints."
The Beta's move off
campus waa questioned by
many University officials last
spring. There was fear the
move might have been in
conflict with a Board of
Trustees resolution binding all
Greeks to move off campus
together.
The
Greek
Village
resolution, however, was
claimed to be an unfulfilled
contract by the Betas because

the village Itself did not yet
exist. The Board of Trustees
then gave s vote of confidence
to the move as an "experiment."
Among the pleasant advantages of their "experiment" is a central lounge
in the complex furnishing a
liquor bar stocked with the
necessary refreshments.
*
"It's really nice to be able
to walk down and take a sixpack without having to hide It
under your bed all the time,"
Goodall observed.

University gets
new zip code
BGSU has been assigned a
new zip code-tMOS-accordlng
to an official at the Bowling
Green post office. The new
number went into effect
September first this year.

Niaiapeiisi br

SHM!

Beta's have all the comforts of homo in their now quarters at a
Valentine Apartment complex.

All mall into or out of the
University should have this
new sip code, or it may be
delayed due to confusion with
the old one. The city sip code
is still 43402.

A care package from home
reading 43402 may get stale In

the downtown Bowling Green
post office, becsuse all
University mail Is separated
from city mall by the zip
codes. And then shunted aside
because there is no Founders
or Harshman street in town.
The post office may not
discover the error until It's too
late to salvage the stale
crumbs of cookies from home
to feed to the winter birds.
So please note the change
of zip codes and use the new
one for prompt mall service.

Nawaphoto by Satan Staffana

THIS IS of the now Beta Thota PI off-campus dwelling at Valentine
Apartments. The Beta move is the first of its kind at the University.

Weather
Partly cloudy, continued
warm. Chance of showers
Saturday.

"Alternatives To

THE DRAFT'r»i
10:45 am
Sunday, SsptoTbtr 71
Lhitanan - Irsversalist
Fellowship

FTC hits enzyme ads
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Federal Trade Commission
has called enzyme detergent
advertising by three leading
manufacturers "unfair, false,
misleading and deceptive."
In a proposed complaint,
the FTC said Procter *
Gamble
Co.,
ColgatePalmolive Co. and Lever
Brothers Co. Inc. were
engaged in false sdverusing.
Procter k Gamble denied
the accusation, though the
other companies had no immediate response.
The three were given a
chance to settle the complaint
through a consent decree, If
their future sds and boxes
listed types of stains not

removable
by
enxyme
detergents.
Procter k Gamble's advertising for Gain was termed
by the FTC ss typical of the
allegedly false claims.

"Stains are locked into
fabric fibers.
But Gain's
enzymes act like little keys to
unlock stains."
The company said it would
contest the complaint.

HOWARD'S
'The place to meet'
v CQLD BEER .
& GOOD TIMES

Are You Really Concerned?
If So Here Is Your Chance To Become
Involved
The Student Development Program Is Seeking

Fellowship
123 East Court Street

ITS NOT TOO LATE

Tutors For The Areas Listed :

to coisidtr tka

Art English History
Biolofy

Geography Math

Speech

If You Are Really Concerned
Contact William E. Pitts
315 S.S. Bldg.
372-2643

~L Uanello s

AIR FORCE ROTC
4 YEAR PROGRAM
ApplfcstrOii art IOW h.ii| ■««* tad.
for Bore lafonMtiM
coettd tie

203 N. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio

I :REE Deliverywu"
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can lose
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Daoartmant of Aaroapaca Studies
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WELCOME

If you live off campus, you
probably have given your
landlord a damage or security
deposit. This means that
when you move out, the landlord will deduct money from
your deposit to pay for the
repair of any items thai aren't
in good condition at that time.
The chances are that right
now some minor damages
exist in your apartment. You
didn't cause them, but they're
there nonetheless. Youll be
there s year from now when
the landlord Inspects the place
to determine how much,
money (If any) will come out.
of your deposit.
Ask your landlord for a

condition report...some
apartments have them
available. If not, make your
own list.
Write down
everything that isn't in A-l
condition.
Don't overlook
anything.
Take this condition report
to your landlord, have him
sign and date and attach It to
your copy of the lease. Now
the condition of your apartment is clearly established.
You won't have to rely on what
your landlord remembers...or
doesn't remember.
You'll probsbly ssve
money. You might even save
your shirt.

STUDENTS

VISIT OUR
RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

STEAKS
STEAKS
STEAKS

K/WFMAN' S
163 S. Main

353-3251
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Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
of a sudden breeze.
Keep those moments alive.
They're yours tor a litetime
with a diamond
engagement ring Irom
Orange Blossom.
Certified Gamologist
Momber American Gam Sectary

DILL JEWELERS
isa.asft.ai.
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Don and Diane try to get 'em up

Fred Sturt

Coupon sale
Since no athletic coupon
books or tickets will be sold at
the gates for tomorrow's home
football game with Dayton,
students are urged to buy one
or the other prior to
game time
The coupon books are now
on sale in the Memorial Hall
ticket office, open daily from 8
■jn. to 5 p.m., and tomorrow morn ing from 9a.m.
to 11 a.m. They can also be
purchased in the first floor
lobby of the University Union,
today only, from 9 a.m. to 4
pjti.

Priced at three dollars
((3.00), the book grants admission to all home football
and basketball contests. A
temporary or permanent
student ID card is required for
purchase.
Students may also purchase student guest tickets
($3.00) and individual game
tickets ((.SO) at the Memorial
Hall office.

By Deany Willie
Sports Editor
Head cheerleader Diane
Denny and head football coach
Don Nehlen have something In
common beside the adjective
preceding their Job. They both
have to get the groups in front
of them "up" Saturday afternoon as a prelude to their
ultimate success.
The relative degree of
difficulty between the two Jobs
la a tossup, Just as the DaytonBowling Green football game
in Perry stadium appears to
be.
Nehlen must crank up his
hearty bunch of contactcravers
after
the
demoralizing season opener a
week ago, and remind them
that the Flyers might be
enraged about losing to the
Falcons In their last 12
meetings. In addition, the
starting lineup has seldom
been as questionable, due to
injuries.
Maybe Miss Denny,
voicing enough enthusiasm to
shatter her megaphone,
should be delivering the pregame pep talk, but her Job Is

challenging enough. Diane
will be tackling head-on a
trend rivaling the duration of
BG's mastery over Dayton.
It might even be the upset
of the season to get over half of
the student section to Join the
coed cheerleadlng squad
vocally In a cheer.
"We're looking forward to
playing at home and hoping
the students will help us out,"
said Nehlen, not as anxious to
play as usual.
The prospect of having
Vern Wireman, Joe Shocklee,
BUI Simmons, Julias Livas
and Denny Maupin confined to
the sideline with injuries has
Nehlen ripping his short
sleeve shirts at the arm pit,
from pre-game tension.
The emergenge of Livas
into a probable part-time
tailback, after missing toe
opener and all of last season,
is some consolation to the
doubtful starting status of
Wireman ( injured thumb),
Simmons (strained ligaments
in left leg) and Maupin
(aching back).
With the prospect of a
tight defensive contest, un-

GG
sporrs

BGSU TALENT

certainty in BG's kicking
game also has Nehlen relying
heavily on fan support, above
and beyond the call of duty.
Stu Shestina may substitute
for ailing Art Curtis on extra
points and field goals, DM
Wright or Joe Keetle will
handle kickoffs and Tom
Lawrence will be the punter
under pressure.
Even if completely
healthy, the Falcons would
worry about this Independent
club and
their running
game in particular. Some of
the statistics are awesome:
tailback halfback Gary Kosins
has gained 2H yards In 86
carries for six touchdowns,
while sidekick Tony Vitale
trails with 227 yards in 21
tries.

Runners here
for triangular
By Scott Scredon
Sports Writer
It won't be the toughest meet of the year, but
tomorrow's triangular cross country meet with Buffalo
and Marshall will be one of only two home appearances
for the defending American Conference champions. Take
off time Is 11 a.m. next to the outdoor track and the
distance is five miles.
The Falcon runners will attempt to push their season
mark to 4-0 after defeating Central Michigan and Wayne
State last weekend The distance""detail1 won theli last five
meets of the 1969 campaign, and were beaten only by the
University of Pittsburgh in last year's third meet.
Bowling Green, with eleven returning lettermen from
a squad that finished ninth in last year's NCAA meet, will
be paced by two-time Ail-American Sid Sink, and Dave
Wottle, who placed 30th in last year's NCAA and finished
second to Marty Liquorl of VUlanova this summer in the
NCAA mile run.
Juniors Dave Olson, Rich Breeze, and Jim Ferstle
compliment the front-runners along with sophomores
Tracy Elliott and Steve Danforth. Ferstle will be
sidelined tomorrow with strained calf muscles.
The two second year men are extremely talented, as
Danforth placed 10th In the MAC race, and Elliott, who
holds the record in the 5-mile run for a freshman, finished
11th in the championship run.
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PREPARE
FOR

Ironically, both were
injured in last week's 13-7 losa
to Cincinnati, which may
neutralize BG's casualty toll.
Vitale is a doubtful starter but
Kosins Is expected to be near
full recovery.
"Wan , Kosins is a great
one and we won't play against
any better runner this year,"
predicted Nehlen at yesterday's morning press conference. "Kosins is the guy we
have to stop."
Dayton stopped themselves last season as they have
often done, with four interceptions and three fumbles
taken by the Falcons. But
when they limit their
mistakes, they are liable to
roll, as In their 46-22 rout of
Xavier two weeks ago.

TAKE OUT ORDERS
Call 354-8731 or 352 9926
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Accommodations For
Banquets, Parties and Meetings

DAD'S DAY

i

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR DETAILS

it

Ttf*>
CHIN ESI A N I)
AMERICAN FOOD

THE
Open from 11 A.M. till 9:00 P.M.

Wooster Wine Shop
US E. Wooster - Rear -

Bowling Green, Ohio

in the rear of The Wooster Shop
Open II.AM to 12 PM Mon - Sat

WE'VE CHANGED!!
Now We Are
Specializing \T\F~
Cold Beer,
Wine And
Mixes.

Stop In And
Pick Up Your
Party Needs.
IMPORTED I
DOMESTIC WINES

PARTY SNACKS
POP ICE

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
11 A.M. till 10:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat.

Ai.ot.-r opportisity To Sss Tilt
Color Film

SUMMERHILL
Monday
September 28
748:30 pm
105 Hanna

TODAY* SAT.,
SEPT. 25-26

That
makes
(our
sophomores starting on offense, including Scbocklee's
replacement at strong tackle,
Fred Sturt, quick tackle Tony
Kijanko, and possible fifth
rookie, Julie Livas.
Only one sophomore is
expected to start on defense
and it is left defensive end Bill
Montrie, all 6-1 and 180 pounds
of him, but at the other end la
mean-stalking
Phil
Villapiano. In between the vet
and the rock will be tackles
Larran Meador and Jack
McKenzie and middle guard
Rich Duetemeyer.
The availability
of
aggressive linebacker Bob
Simmons for full time duty will
be a major factor in squashing
the Flyers rugged rushing
offensive. Tom Merlitti,
singled out by defensive backfield coach Jack Harbaugh for
playing an outstanding game
in a losing cause last week is
the other linebacker.
Monsterback, Art Curtis,
halfbacks Bill Deming and Joe
Keetle and safety Laurie Kelly
round out the Intimidating BG
secondary.

N««uhoto by D.nny '

ON HIS way after eluding a shoestring
tackle attempt is wingback Billy Fisher,
one of the bright spots in Utah State loss.
Now he faces first home game litters but
has four catches to his name already.

Booters draw Dayton, too
yet.
On the right wing,
sophomore Chris Bartels
seems to have the starting Job
won over another sophomore,
Can they do it again?
They, refering to the soccer Norm Dykes. The right inside
team that finished last season, position is being contested by
7-3,| with a number three Warren Heede, who was sick
ranking in the state and a all last season, junior Howy
number nine ranking in the Siegel and freshman Dave
Dyminski.
midwest.
This season, the Falcons
One pressing need is finding a high scorer to replace will run with three halfbacks
the graduated Jim Brewer, led by ail-American candidate
who was the top scorer last Wolfgang Petrasko, one of the
season with 12 points and is senior tri-captalns. Petrasko
also the top career scorer for received all-Ohio and allMidwest honors last season.
the Falcons.
Besides losing Brewer, BG Returning on the right side is
also lost five other starters veteran Mike Kamienski, and
including All-Midwest Fred a freshman. Kip Jordan, has
Welsmann and All-Ohio Gary the left halfback spot won.
Eric Seldin and Ivan Madar
Kovacs.
Replacements for the lost back up these halfbacks.
The fullbacks are also a
seniors will probably come
from several sophomores that veteran crew with Jeff Saams,
Bob Gofus and tri-captain Jim
earned letters as freshmen.
The Falcons will field a young Pschin-er starting. Al Sandline-up. On the left side, BG berg, the other tri-captain. is
returns Don Gable and Ed in the goal. Sandberg filled in
Marsman. both Juniors and adequately last year when
they have played together Kovacs was hurt and even had
a shut-out against Toledo.
since their freshman year.
The right side of the
The Falcons open the
booters' front line is not set season tomorrow at Dayton
By Jack Carle
Asst Sports Editor

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

D0NT BE HALF EDUCATED
EDUCATE THE WHOLE MAN
GET SOME SOUL FOOD

FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH
Services:
Sun. 9:30 10:30 and 7:30
Thurs. 7:30
For information & transportation call
. 352-9417,
354-3692
You are alway wtlcowt

looking to avenge a 3-0 loss.
The Dayton team lost most
of the defense from last year
except for goalie John Meli
credited with the shut-out as a
freshman, and Frank Eovino
who scored two goals and
assisted on the other last
season.
"I expect a tight ball game
and a one-goal win won't
surprise me at all," said coach
Mickey Cochrane who was
Ohio's coach-of-the-year last
season.
With the opening game
against Dayton, Falcon soccer
moves into its toughest
schedule ever. After Dayton,
the Falcons play the other two
teams that beat them last
season and then continue a
tough schedule with Wooster,
Ohio University and Michigan
State.
In the pre-season Ohio
Collegiate Soccer Association
rankings of the teams in Ohio,
the Falcons ranked third,
where they finished last year.
Cleveland State tops the list,
Akron is second, Wooster is
fourth and Ohio University is
fifth followed by Oberlin, Kent
State, Lorain College, Dayton
and Ohio Wesley an.

Club meetings
TENNIS

126 South Church Street
10:00 AM Worship
11:00 AM Ad.lt Ferias
Evtry Sudsy

Brothers Of
Alpha Phi Omoga

A meeting for all men
Interested in trying oat for
varsity tennis will be held
Monday afternoon at 4 in room
m. Memorial Hall.
BUI Richards, an excellent
player and captain for
Western Michigan, has been
named Bob GDI's assistant
and will be a graduate
assistant in Health and
Physical Education.
RUGBY

Msstlsi Sept. 28, 7:00p«

14284 Winter garden Rd.
Rev. Bruce N. Stewart, Pastor

OPENING

Bowling Green's explosiveness will count on
Wireman's comeback from
an erratic first game and
from his subsequent tender
thumb souvenir. Sophomores
Mark Beach and Billy Fisher
will be the primary receivers
after commendable varsity
debuts against Utah State.

Capital km.

Coqt

An organizational meeting
for the rugby club wUl be held
Sunday night at 7 in room 87,
Memerlal Hall.

* Tii

MEN'S

UAO Bowling League
Begins
WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 11 7:00 PM
vww

$7.00 For 7 Weeks
Sifi Up At UAO Offics
Or Call 352-2343

INTRAMURALS
Entries for Intramural
touch tootball, tennis doubles
and soccer most be tamed In
to room Ml, Memorial Hall by
Tuesday, Sept 8.
Entry
terms are available from
fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen and in room

m.

■ ■ An organizational meeting
for all fraternity athletic
chairmen will be held Monday
at 4 p.m. hi ream m.
Memorial HaU.
Sports
manager meetings are also
scheduled lor next week;
fraternity and off-campus
football Wednesday at 4;
Wsnananw hall Thursday at 4;
and soccer managers Thursday at 7 p.m.

